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    Evaluate your content with AI trained on language-based data. 
      Learn more
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        Real-time insights. Real-world language.
        
      

      
        Get to the right audiences, with the right messages, on the right platform more effectively and efficiently.
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            Learn how leading brands use Rad AI

        

        
           View case studies
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                Persona Engine

            

           
            
               RAD AI's Persona Engine expands your reach by identifying new audiences and generating brand personas in hours, not months.
            

            
            
            
                It takes less than 24 hours for our AI to analyze and correlate real-world, real-time conversations sourced from large language-based social platforms, including Reddit, TikTok and X (formerly twitter).
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                Influencer Discovery Tool

            

           
            
               RAD AI's Influencer Discover Tool takes the guesswork out of influencer selection. 
            

            
            
            
                Our proprietary AI-enabled ranking system analyzes each influencer's area of expertise, interests, tone of voice, sentiment, stance, audience demographics, content performance, and audience engagement.

            

           
            
            
               















            
  
          
        

    



  

























    
        
        
            
                Content Made with RAD AI
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                content optimizer

            

           
            
               RAD AI's Content Optimization Tool offers actionable critiques that will make your content more effective on any platform.
            

            
            
            
                We use advanced machine learning to give objective, granular feedback on all of your brand's imagery, video, and copy. Our AI, powered by Adobe, considers a wide range of factors, including emotion, sentiment, quality, virality, clarity and memorability.
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                End-to-end managed services

            

           
            
               RAD AI will build a custom, end-to-end service model for your business.
            

            
            
            
                We will assign your business a team of specialists that can deliver everything an end-to-end social media influencer campaign entails. 

Co-create AI data sets, identify campaign KPIs,  build personas, generate influencer lists and assess content strategy. 

            

           
            
            
               















            
  
          
        

    



  

























    
    
        
            Why it matters

        

        
            

        

    

    
        
            
                24-hour turn around

                
                   Our AI generates an extensive list of audience segments in 24 hours. Each brand persona segment reveals real-time, real-world, primary, secondary, and cultural interests, character traits, and active conversations that overlap with your brand. These insights are proven to motivate and mobilize your audience.
                

            

            
                MORE ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

                
                   Our AI persona engine is built on large language models that go much deeper and wider than traditional brand research methodologies that rely solely on panel data. Our methodology is rooted in language - actual conversations happening across the internet - which provides truer and more actionable insights.
                

            

        

        
            
                  Top Talent

                
                    Unlike other influencer marketing agencies, we have ‘hands on keyboards.’ Our developers can work with you to build exclusive AI data sets for specific needs. Our strategists can work with you to identify campaign KPIs, build personas, generate ranked influencer lists that will expand your brand's reach by identifying new audiences. Our creatives can evaluate and optimize your brand's content in real-time. 
                

                
            

            
               AI TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGE

                
                    Unlike other agencies, AI informs every step of our process, and allows us to be more efficient and effective. Our custom service models don’t have bloated teams and long turnaround times. In short, we move fast and effectively, and you pay less for more.
                

            

        

    


















    
    
        
            
                
                  
                  
                    
                   
                  
                   
                  
                  
                    
                   
                  
                   
                  
                  
                    
                   
                  
                   
                  
                  
                    
                   
                  
                   
                  
                  
                    
                   
                  
                   
                  
                

                
                     
                      
                        
                          
                              
                                  “RAD AI has been a true extension of our team, and has allowed us to scale campaigns that would not have happened otherwise.”
                              

                              
                                 Matt Sutton, Chief Marketing Officer at The Black Tux
                              

                          

                        

                      
                     
                      
                        
                          
                              
                                  “The RAD AI solution has been an integral part of transforming and scaling our digital product offering…”
                              

                              
                                 Mike Rosen, CMO at NCM || NASDAQ :: NCMI
                              

                          

                        

                      
                     
                      
                        
                          
                              
                                  “RAD AI helped us identify and activate creators that have helped propel the growth of Splinterlands. ”
                              

                              
                                 Liam Labistour, Head of Growth at Splinterlands
                              

                          

                        

                      
                     
                      
                        
                          
                              
                                  “The RAD AI solution was a key catalyst in scaling awareness and engagement among our target audiences with the Roman brand.”
                              

                              
                                 Brad Hunter, Sr. Director of Marketing at Roman Health
                              

                          

                        

                      
                     
                      
                        
                          
                              
                                  “RAD AI has proven to be the reliable market partner for data-informed influencer marketing.”
                              

                              
                                 Adam Hua, Global Head of Business || Firework
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      RAD AI Discloses Entertainment Brands Efficacy : 3X ROI
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      Creative Intelligence Trends to Expect in 2023, According to Rad Intelligence
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      RAD AI Announces Founding Advisory Team
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    Influence Redefined
   

    Hi All, Jeremy Barnett, CEO and founder of RAD AI, here. Many colleagues and industry peers have encouraged me to share ...
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    The Opaque Nature of Influencer Marketing
   

    The Opaque Nature of Influencer Marketing The influencer marketing industry was worth an estimated $16.4 Billion in ...
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    Putting ROI-based Influencer Marketing into Effect
   

    PART 3 OF 3: PUTTING ROI-BASED INFLUENCER MARKETING INTO EFFECT In Part 1 of this series, we looked at what's wrong ...


  































    
    
        
            
                RAD AI content optimizer is now available in adobe express
            

            
               Learn About Content Optimizer 
            
            
        

        
            
               Searching for a career in the future of ai? Let’s Talk.
            

            
               Let's Talk
            
        

    



  


























      

      
        
  
  
    get a demo today
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